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ABSTRACT

Prediabetes is a condition that does not fall squarely into the primary or secondary prevention domain, and therefore tends to be inadequately addressed by interventions in either health promotion or disease management. Prediabetes is defined as having an impaired fasting glucose (fasting glucose of 100–125 mg/dL), impaired glucose tolerance (two-hour postprandial glucose of 140–199 mg/dL), or both. There is substantial evidence to suggest that even at these blood glucose levels, significant risk exists for both micro- and macrovascular complications. This paper introduces a conceptual framework of care for prediabetes that includes both screening and the provision of up-to-date clinical therapies in conjunction with an evidence-based health coaching intervention. In combination, these modalities represent the most effective means for delaying or even preventing the onset of diabetes in a prediabetes population. This paper concludes with a brief example in which these principles are applied to a hypothetical patient. (Disease Management 2007;10:6–15)

INTRODUCTION

DISEASE MANAGEMENT (DM) is principally a secondary prevention model. Individuals are usually identified as having a chronic condition via hospital claims and the intent is to prevent further costly acute exacerbations. In contrast, health promotion efforts generally operate within the primary prevention domain and mainly target populations with preventive health messages with the intent of averting the onset of disease altogether. That said, there are conditions that, while being precursors to full-blown and/or irreversible disease states, still result in their own cluster of abnormalities and impaired health. These conditions do not fall squarely into the primary or secondary prevention domain, and therefore tend to be inadequately addressed by interventions in either health promotion or disease management. Prediabetes is defined as having an impaired fasting glucose (IFG; fasting glucose of 100–125 mg/dL), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT; two-hour postprandial glucose of 140–199 mg/dL), or both. There is substantial evidence to suggest that even at these blood glucose levels,
significant risk exists for both micro- and macrovascular complications.\textsuperscript{1–5}

Fortunately, multiple studies have indicated that the onset of diabetes can be delayed or even prevented in prediabetes patients by following the appropriate therapeutic regimens and adopting healthy lifestyle behaviors.\textsuperscript{6–17}

Given that there are approximately 41 million people in the United States aged 40–74 who have prediabetes,\textsuperscript{18} implementing clinical and behavioral change interventions in this population makes sense from a societal and payer perspective. However, this may be easier said than done. Individuals with prediabetes are highly likely to have entrenched habits such as sedentary lifestyles, poor eating patterns, and overall poor weight management practices.\textsuperscript{19}

This paper introduces a conceptual framework of care for prediabetes that includes screening and the provision of up-to-date clinical therapies in conjunction with an evidence-based health coaching intervention. We believe that, in combination, these modalities represent the most effective means for delaying or even preventing the onset of diabetes in a prediabetes population. This paper concludes with a brief example in which these principles are applied to a hypothetical patient.

ETIOLOGY AND SCREENING FOR PREDIABETES

Prediabetes and insulin-resistant states

Currently, most experts agree that type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a multiorgan disease involving defects of glucose and fat metabolism in several organs, including not only the pancreatic beta cell, liver, and skeletal muscle, but also other organs such as the gut, kidney, brain, and nervous system. Diabetes begins as a prediabetic state characterized by insulin resistance. Resistance to the actions of insulin in many tissues, including the liver, adipose tissue, and muscle, is a central metabolic abnormality in patients who have prediabetes. Considerable information is available to suggest that a cluster of metabolic abnormalities related to insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia increases cardiovascular risk and that these risk factors are present in insulin resistant, non-diabetic individuals. Patients with prediabetes may have a dyslipidemia characterized by high triglycerides and low high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels.

Insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia also are associated with polycystic ovarian syndrome, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, prostate and pancreatic cancer, congestive heart failure, HIV lipodystrophy, antipsychotic medications, and sleep disordered breathing. Insulin resistance is also common in systemic inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis. Aging is frequently associated with insulin resistance and glucose intolerance. Smoking, gestational diabetes, and a diet high in sweet soft drinks, refined grains, and processed meats are associated with increased risk of diabetes.

Prediabetes begins with an excessive intake of fatty acids in the diet. This excessive intake of fatty acids leads to an accumulation of triglycerides in adipose tissue. A net spillover of fatty acids from adipose tissue to non-adipose tissues such as muscle, liver, and the pancreas occurs. There is a reciprocal relationship between intramyocellular lipid accumulation and insulin sensitivity in healthy subjects. The deposition manifests as the visceral accumulation of fat and can be measured by computed tomography (CT) scan. This visceral accumulation of fat also explains insulin resistance in the lean individual because it is the fat surrounding such organs as the liver that leads to insulin resistance, not necessarily subcutaneous fat.

Prediabetes as a vascular disease

The pathophysiology of atherosclerosis and insulin resistance is similar in that both conditions are characterized by a proinflammatory state. There is convincing evidence that low-grade inflammation is a strong independent risk factor for the development of cardiovascular disease. It has become increasingly clear that inflammation correlates with endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance, with the best evidence coming from patients with the metabolic syndrome.\textsuperscript{20}

Although there are many abnormal bio-
chemical and transcriptional changes in the insulin resistant cell, researchers still do not agree on the initial triggering events. That said, interactions between a sensitive genotype and dietary factors such as a high-energy fatty diet interfere with normal cellular biochemical functions and insulin sensitivity. Scientists are studying nutrient-gene interactions, particularly with fatty acids as initial events in pathogenesis. These triggering events cause a cascade of biochemical and pathophysiologic reactions characterized by the activation of proinflammatory genes and the release of adipocytokines such as tumor necrosis factor, IL-6, leptin and macrophage migration inhibitor factor. Their release contributes to insulin resistance in the liver, fat cell, pancreas, and skeletal muscle. In many cases, prediabetes patients already have vascular disease before developing diabetes. Vascular disease may manifest as retinal vasculopathy, carotid artery atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease, or peripheral artery disease. It is interesting that the SHAPE Task Force strongly recommends screening at-risk asymptomatic men 45–75 years of age and women 55–75 years of age for coronary artery disease.21 Many of these asymptomatic individuals have subclinical atherosclerosis and prediabetes.

Screening for prediabetes

Unfortunately, we still define a large portion of the population as “normal” based upon dichotomous values for blood pressure, urinary albumin, lipids, and glucose levels. There is reason to believe that our current definition of “normal” values with respect to these parameters is really abnormal. Randomized trials illustrate the benefit of treating high-risk individuals with “normal” blood pressure.22 The same applies to glucose levels. Two recent studies of non-diabetic individuals demonstrated that higher fasting plasma glucose levels within the normoglycemic range constitute an independent risk factor for type 2 diabetes and that coronary disease is more severe in those patients with higher postload glycemia and hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels.23,24

The best ways to screen for prediabetes are with an oral glucose tolerance test and/or a fasting glucose. One can have a normal fasting glucose but an abnormal two-hour postprandial glucose level. The overlap between subjects with IFG and IGT is incomplete and suggests that they describe different pathophysiologic aspects of dysregulated glucose and fat metabolism. Multivariate analyses show that two-hour plasma glucose is closely associated with risk factors for diabetes and with cardiovascular variables, including triglycerides and apolipoprotein B. Individuals with high normal two-hour plasma glucose are more insulin resistant than normal individuals, have reduced insulin secretion, and higher plasma triglycerides and cholesterol/HDL ratios.21

There are three subsets of patients that must be identified in order to personalize treatment. They may be described in the following way: obese insulin resistant, metabolically healthy but obese (MHO), and metabolically obese normal weight (MONW) individuals. Obese individuals who are metabolically normal have lower levels of visceral fat, fasting insulin, plasma triglycerides, highly sensitive CRP (hs-CRP), and higher levels of HDL.25 They are not insulin resistant. MONW patients have higher levels of visceral fat and are insulin resistant as measured by fasting insulin, intact proinsulin, and fasting glucose. These categorical subsets apply to younger age groups as well. Obese children and adolescents may be metabolically normal or abnormal. Young, obese patients may have elevated hs-CRP, abnormal triglycerides, and early carotid atherosclerosis as manifestations of insulin resistance.

TREATMENT

Lifestyle management

Although current treatment for prediabetes includes a pharmacological and lifestyle modification approach, lifestyle interventions are the cornerstone of treatment for this condition.26 Insulin resistance is part of the underlying pathology associated with the metabolic syndrome, and patients identified with insulin resistance may have hypertension, dyslipidemia, visceral obesity, and vascular disease. Obesity, sedentary lifestyle, and high calorie, high-fat diets correlate with the development
of insulin resistance. Lifestyle changes and therapeutic dietary intervention have been demonstrated to prevent or delay the development of diabetes. In the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP), a 58% relative reduction in the progression to diabetes was observed in the lifestyle group versus a 31% relative reduction in progression for the metformin group after 2.8 years.7

Current recommended lifestyle changes include a reduction in energy intake and an increase in physical activity. Both are inversely associated with the degree of insulin resistance. Lifestyle changes can prevent the development of diabetes. A moderate decrease in caloric balance (500–1000 kcal/day) results in slow, progressive weight loss when coupled with regular moderate-intensity physical activity (150 min/week of aerobic activity).27 Reduction in saturated and trans fatty acids and cholesterol intake improves lipid status and insulin sensitivity. The most recent National Cholesterol Education Program guidelines recommend total fat intake between 25% and 35% of total calories and saturated fat of <7%.28

In the Da Qing trial, 577 subjects with IGT were randomized into diet only, exercise only, diet plus exercise groups, and control groups and followed over six years. There was a 31% (p ≤ 0.03), 46% (p ≤ 0.0005), and 42% (p ≤ 0.005) reduction in the risk of developing diabetes in these groups, respectively. This benefit applied to both lean and obese individuals even after controlling for insulin resistance, body mass index (BMI), and two-hour post-glucose level.11,29

**Clinical management**

Pharmacologic intervention also may prevent the development of diabetes. The DPP concluded that metformin may prevent progression to diabetes in insulin-resistant individuals. Participants in the STOP-NIDDM trial30 with impaired glucose tolerance randomized to acarbose had a 25% relative risk reduction in progression to diabetes after 3.3 years. Interestingly, 72% of cardiovascular events occurred prior to the subjects developing diabetes. This fact emphasizes the importance of identifying prediabetes.

In the DPP,7 metformin was half as effective as diet and exercise in delaying the onset of diabetes and was nearly ineffective in older people (age ≥ 60 years) or in those with a BMI ≤ 30 kg/m². Metformin was as effective as lifestyle modification in those subjects aged 24–44 years or in those with a BMI of ≥35 kg/m².

The thiazolidinediones are oral antidiabetic agents that improve insulin resistance and decrease plasma glucose and insulin concentrations in patients with T2DM. They are selective PPAR-γ receptor agonists that have antiatherosclerotic properties. These receptors are found in target organs that are integral for insulin action including the liver, adipose tissue, and skeletal muscle. Thiazolidinediones improve the dyslipidemia of T2DM and the metabolic syndrome. Studies are currently under way to investigate the impact of using these agents to treat prediabetes.31

The Xenodos Trial32 followed subjects (BMI > 30 kg/m²) treated with Xenical over 4 years. Orlistat normalized blood glucose in 72% of individuals in this group versus 49% in placebo. Three percent of patients treated with orlistat versus 7.6% in the placebo group progressed to diabetes, a greater than 50% reduction in incident diabetes. Sibutramine is a weight reducing medication that suppresses appetite by preventing the reuptake of serotonin, norepinephrine, and, to a lesser extent, dopamine. In a double-blind randomized controlled trial,33 359 obese subjects without hypertension or diabetes at baseline were randomized to the drug or placebo. Sibutramine was associated with significant weight loss and improvement in insulin sensitivity.

Rimonabant is another drug associated with weight loss and improvement in insulin sensitivity. Rimonabant is the first selective blocker of the cannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB₁). These receptors are present in all tissues that play an important role in the regulation of food intake. Rimonabant increases adiponectin levels, leads to significant weight loss, and has glucose lowering properties. The drug also reduces the expression of multiple proinflammatory cytokines that are upregulated in obesity.34

Finally, blockade of the renin angiotensin system (RAS) by angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers have antidiabetic effects. Several insulin sig-
naling systems are influenced by RAS, and several studies show that blockade of this system ameliorates insulin resistance. Long-term clinical trials will clarify their role in the treatment of prediabetes.

The role of pharmacologic intervention in prediabetics needs further definition and ongoing studies will answer those questions. Certainly, anti-obesity drugs are appropriate for some obese patients. Surgery also has a place in the treatment of these patients. Over the last several years, bariatric surgical intervention has played an increasingly important role in the care of morbidly obese patients. This surgical technique has rapidly diffused among surgeons in the United States, and appropriate selection criteria exist in order to minimize morbidity and mortality in the perioperative period. Numerous studies have shown that in carefully selected patients there is significant weight loss (over 30% in some studies), decrease in BMI, reduction in blood pressure, and amelioration of insulin resistance.

In summary, there is convincing evidence to suggest that prediabetes can be managed successfully with lifestyle and clinical interventions. However, getting patients to make and maintain behavior changes and adhere to treatment regimes requires a compelling approach. In addition, one must consider the costs. Private payers often are reluctant to cover preventive interventions that have substantial initial costs and delayed benefits. Coverage decisions are often based on a strong business case that is defined as a positive return on investment (ROI). In a recent paper, Ackerman and colleagues addressed the costs for a payer to treat members with prediabetes aged 50–64. Compared with placebo, the DPP intervention could prevent 37% of new cases of diabetes before age 65 at a cost of $1288 per QALY. A private payer could contribute 24% of total discounted intervention costs and achieve positive ROI after 3 years. Each year thereafter (years 4–15) results in cost savings for the health plan. In this scenario, the residual payment by the employer or member amounts to $44 per month.

Behavioral management

As mentioned above, along with pharmacological interventions, several recent controlled trials on diabetes prevention have confirmed that lifestyle changes targeting diet, weight loss, and exercise can substantially delay or prevent the progression from impaired metabolism to type 2 diabetes. However, while there are numerous examples of successful interventions to improve diet, activity patterns, and weight regulation, there is still no consensus on a standard or systematic approach that supports sustained behavior change in any of these areas. A significant mediating factor determining successful behavior change is self-efficacy (SE), or one’s belief about his or her ability to accomplish something. It has been cited as a correlate with clinical outcomes, and influences whether an individual will even attempt to make behavioral changes. Other mediating factors that have been cited in the literature include readiness to change; ambivalence and motivation; beliefs, values, and expectations; and implementation intentions.

In addition to the challenges of changing entrenched lifestyle habits, comorbid conditions such as depression can be a complicating factor when addressing any chronic medical condition. In the case of prediabetes, the presence of depression or chronic stress has been shown to exacerbate the diabetes disease process, and has been correlated with poor participation in education programs and poor adherence to self-care behaviors such as medication and diet regimens. Moreover, a meta-analysis confirmed that depressed patients were three times more likely than non-depressed patients to be non-compliant with physician recommendations.

Traditionally, diabetes education (which is similar to prediabetes education) has emphasized increasing knowledge about diabetes, risk factors, and diabetes self-care; however, multiple studies have demonstrated that this pedagogical approach does not result in optimal clinical or behavioral outcomes. Rather, efforts should focus on improving coping, communication, and control by enhancing SE, increasing motivation to initiate and/or change behaviors, and facilitating an individualized plan of action that takes into account personal needs, barriers, and preferences. Therefore, considerable care must be taken to implement a behavioral change program that
includes these components. Likewise, recent literature supports interventions for patients/members with chronic conditions that also screen for and address depression and chronic stress.55

A novel intervention modality recently introduced in DM that includes these criteria is a health coaching approach that utilizes the Motivational Interviewing (MI) technique to address lifestyle-related issues known to impede the member/patient’s self-management of chronic illness. Health coaching is an emerging field in which health professionals (eg, dietitians, nurses, counselors) facilitate behavior modification in clients to improve their health. MI-based health coaching embraces a set of techniques that is evidence based and involves a discrete skill set of the coach/provider that can be objectively coded and measured.56

MI was originally developed for addictions counseling in the 1980s and is described as a “directive, client-centered counseling style for eliciting behavior change by helping clients to explore and resolve ambivalence.44 It has been well researched in randomized controlled trials for use in treating addictions such as illegal drugs, smoking, and alcoholism.57–59 As the value of lifestyle management has become more fully realized, MI has expanded into health promotion and disease management settings and typically is employed in a health coaching application in the format of several telephonic sessions.

This method is different from traditional health education approaches in that it is not based on the information model, does not use scare tactics, and is not confrontational, forceful, guilt-inducing, or authoritarian44; rather it is shaped by an understanding of what triggers change.60 A recent meta-analysis found that in a scientific setting MI outperforms traditional advice-giving in the treatment of a broad range of behavioral problems and diseases.53

Studies in this area have utilized the MI approach in the intervention for increasing fruit and vegetable intake,61,62 promoting physical activity,63–66 medication adherence,67,68 managing hypertension and hypercholesterolemia,69,70 and behavioral obesity treatment.71,72 A recent meta-analysis by Knight of MI in the physical healthcare setting indicated that MI had high face validity across a number of domains, although more well-controlled research was recommended.49

MI has also been used successfully to promote self-care for both adolescents and adults with diabetes.73–76 All studies demonstrated significant improvement in diabetes self-management and/or clinical outcomes such as HbA1c scores, and in one study,73 the adolescents reported less anxiety about their condition and more confidence that they could control it.

Promising results have also been shown in the application of MI to mental health issues (in addition to substance abuse) such as anxiety and depression.77–79 In one study, MI-based health coaching significantly improved mental as well as physical health status scores, although the health coaches were not counselors and the presenting health concerns were typical lifestyle-related ones such as weight management, exercise, stress management, and nutrition.80

Supporting SE is one of the four principle objectives of MI.44 As mentioned previously, the client’s belief that change is possible is an important motivator to succeeding in making a change:

The client can be helped to develop a belief that he or she can make a change. For example, the clinician might inquire about other healthy changes the client has made in their life, highlighting skills the client already has. Sharing brief clinical examples of other, similar clients’ successes at changing the same habit or problem can sometimes be helpful. In a group setting, the power of having other people who have changed a variety of behaviors during their lifetime gives the clinician enormous assistance in showing that people can change.81

In supporting and increasing SE, the health coach or provider can increase motivation for change and increase the likelihood of a successful behavior change effort, which will result in a better clinical outcome.

In a successful session using MI-based health coaching, the coach emphasizes the three underlying assumptions of MI—collaboration, the evocative element, and autonomy—in order to
establish rapport, reduce resistance, improve SE, and elicit “change talk” (one’s own reasons and arguments for change). The intended outcome of these MI sessions is for clients to resolve ambivalence (a central goal), move through the stages of change, and follow through on desirable lifestyle change, which would ideally result in improved health outcomes.

Other characteristics of this technique that make it particularly suitable for use in disease management to address prediabetes are as follows: (1) it is most effective when implemented with clients who are considered difficult (i.e., reluctant to change, stuck, or ambivalent about changing their behavior); (2) it has been found to be efficacious in small doses (2–3 sessions); (3) it has been found to work across gender, age, cultural, and socioeconomic boundaries; and (4) it has been found to be an effective pretreatment adjunct to traditional disease management programs.

It is becoming more widely acknowledged that most lifestyle changes are infused with psychosocial dynamics such as ambivalence, SE, self-image, motivation, self-doubt, and core identity. As described by Prescott:

MI views people as complex, driven by competing motives and in conflict with themselves. This complexity is noticeable in motivational conflict (ambivalence) and fluctuating levels of self efficacy (both optimism and doubts about being able to change grow and fade).

Thus it appears that MI is also particularly well suited for impacting the psychosocial aspects of desired behavior change in prediabetes.

AN EXAMPLE OF MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING–BASED HEALTH COACHING FOR PREDIABETES

Once an individual is identified as having prediabetes via laboratory values, a health coach is assigned to the case. Over several telephone sessions, the health coach uses the following MI-based coaching techniques: rapport-setting/building; agenda-setting (identification of critical health behavior); exploration of ambivalence; assessment of importance/confidence/readiness; development of discrepancy (acknowledging the gap between current and ideal behaviors); support of SE; identification of action plan; appropriate referrals, resources, or information; and a follow-up plan.

In this example, Ruth, a 52-year-old woman with a family history of diabetes has an IFG of 119 and an IGT of 165. She has high cholesterol (257) and mild hypertension (142/92), and is obese (BMI = 35). Her provider has prescribed enalapril and lovastatin, and recommended lifestyle change.

During the initial rapport-building segment of health coaching, the health coach (Maria) explores Ruth’s current health habits, overall knowledge of and attitude about her condition. Maria establishes that Ruth is sedentary, lives alone, does not like to cook, and is taking her medication on a regular basis. Ruth is fairly well informed about prediabetes and is very concerned about it developing into diabetes. Maria ascertains that Ruth has low SE about her ability to lose weight because she has failed at several previous attempts.

During the agenda-setting portion of health coaching, Maria validates Ruth’s medication adherence and directs her toward exercise and appropriate dietary choices as her primary goals. Over the course of the first three sessions, Maria has explored Ruth’s ambivalence, barriers, and available resources. They jointly develop a feasible and detailed plan of action that includes walking five days a week, cutting back on fast food, including more fruits and vegetables in her food preparations, and eating smaller portion sizes. Maria continues to work with Ruth on improving her confidence levels. By the fourth coaching session, success indicators include increased SE for weight management, healthier lifestyle habits, and, most importantly, improved blood glucose values.

CONCLUSION

Although there are currently no consensus guidelines on the screening and treatment of prediabetes, the recent literature underscores the importance of screening, introducing the appropriate therapeutic regimens, and adopt-
ing healthy lifestyle behaviors in order to delay or even prevent the onset of diabetes in prediabetes patients. The best way to screen for these individuals is with either a fasting glucose and/or an oral glucose tolerance test. These individuals cannot be reliably identified from claims data unless the clinician codes for glucose intolerance, or possibly, metabolic syndrome. A DM program targeting this population will require the cooperation of its physician network in the identification process. We believe that there will be additional compelling evidence that warrants further scrutiny of prediabetes as a condition to be considered for DM using a MI-based health coaching approach.
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